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ON MUTATIONS OF SELFINJECTIVE QUIVERS WITH POTENTIAL
YUYA MIZUNO
Abstract. We study silting mutations (Okuyama-Rickard complexes) for selfinjective
algebras given by quivers with potential (QPs). We show that silting mutation is com-
patible with QP mutation. As an application, we get a family of derived equivalences of
Jacobian algebras.
1. Introduction
Derived categories are nowadays considered as an essential tool in the study of many
areas of mathematics. In the representation theory of algebras, derived equivalences of
algebras have been one of the central themes and extensively investigated. It is well-
known that endomorphism algebras of tilting complexes are derived equivalent to the
original algebra [R1]. Therefore it is an important problem to give concrete methods to
calculate endomorphism algebras of tilting complexes. In this paper, we focus on one of
the fundamental tilting complexes over selfinjective algebras, known as Okuyama-Rickard
complexes, which play an important role in the study of Broue´’s abelian defect group
conjecture. From a categorical viewpoint, they are nowadays interpreted as a special case
of silting mutation [AI]. We provide a method to determine the quivers with relations
of the endomorphism algebras of Okuyama-Rickard complexes when selfinjective algebras
are given by quivers with potential (QPs for short).
The notion of QPs was introduced by [DWZ], which gives a better understanding of
cluster algebras (we refer to [K2]). Recently it has been discovered that mutations of
QPs (Definition 2.2) give rise to derived equivalences in several situations, for example
[BIRS, IR, KeY, L1, L2, M, V]. The deep connnection between mutations and derived
equivalences is also quite useful to study the derived equivalence classification of cluster-
tilted algebras [B, BHL1, BHL2, BV]. The aim of this paper is to give a similar (but
different) type of derived equivalences by comparing QP mutation and silting mutation
(Definition 2.4).
Our main result is the following (see sections 2 and 3 for unexplained notions).
Theorem 1.1. (Proposition 2.7, Theorem 3.1, Corollary 3.2 and Lemma 3.4) Let (Q,W )
be a selfinjective QP (Definition 2.1) and Λ := P(Q,W ). For a set of vertices I ⊂ Q0, we
assume the following conditions.
• Any vertex in I is not contained in 2-cycles in Q.
• There are no arrows between vertices in I.
(a) We have an algebra isomorphism
EndKb(proj Λ)(µI(Λ))
∼= P(µI(Q,W )),
where µI(Λ) is left (or right) silting mutation and µI(Q,W ) is a composition of QP mu-
tation of the vertices I.
(b) If σI = I for the Nakayama permutation σ of Λ, then µI(Λ) is a tilting complex.
In particular, Λ and P(µI(Q,W )) are derived equivalent.
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Since selfinjective algebras are closed under derived equivalence, we conclude that from
(b) above the new QP is also a selfinjective QP, which is a result given in [HI, Theorem
4.2]. Then we can apply our result to the new QP again and these processes provide
a family of derived equivalences. We note that Keller-Yang [KeY] proved that, for two
QPs related by QP mutation, their Ginzburg dg algebras, which are certain enhancement
of Jacobian algebras, are derived equivalent though their Jacobian algebras are far from
being derived equivalent in general. On the other hand, Theorem 1.1 tells us that Jacobian
algebras are already derived equivalent in our setting.
Notations. Let K be an algebraically closed field and D := HomK(−,K). All modules
are left modules. For a finite dimensional algebra Λ, we denote by modΛ the category of
finitely generated Λ-modules and by addM the subcategory of modΛ consisting of direct
summands of finite direct sums of copies of M ∈ modΛ. The composition fg means first
f , then g. For a quiver Q, we denote by Q0 vertices and Q1 arrows of Q. We denote by
s(a) the start vertex and by e(a) the end vertex of an arrow or path a.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Quivers with potential. We recall the definition of quivers with potential. We
follow [DWZ].
• Let Q be a finite connected quiver without loops. We denote by KQi the K-vector
space with basis consisting of paths of length i in Q, and by KQi,cyc the subspace of KQi
spanned by all cycles. We denote the complete path algebra by
K̂Q =
∏
i≥0
KQi
and by J
K̂Q
the Jacobson radical of K̂Q. A quiver with potential (QP) is a pair (Q,W )
consisting of a finite connected quiver Q without loops and an element W ∈
∏
i≥2KQi,cyc,
called a potential. For each arrow a in Q, the cyclic derivative ∂a : K̂Qcyc → K̂Q is
defined as the continuous linear map satisfying ∂a(a1 · · · ad) =
∑
ai=a
ai+1 · · · ada1 · · · ai−1
for a cycle a1 · · · ad. For a QP (Q,W ), we define the Jacobian algebra by
P(Q,W ) = K̂Q/J (W ),
where J (W ) = 〈∂aW | a ∈ Q1〉 is the closure of the ideal generated by ∂aW with respect
to the J
K̂Q
-adic topology.
• A QP (Q,W ) is called trivial if W is a linear combination of cycles of length 2
and P(Q,W ) is isomorphic to the semisimple algebra K̂Q0. It is called reduced if W ∈∏
i≥3KQi,cyc.
Following [HI], we use this terminology.
Definition 2.1. We call a QP (Q,W ) selfinjective if P(Q,W ) is a finite dimensional
selfinjective algebra.
Next we recall the definition of (pre-)mutation of QPs.
Definition 2.2. For each vertex k in Q not lying on a 2-cycle, we define pre-mutation
µ˜k(Q,W ) := (Q
′,W ′) and obtain a new QP as follows.
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(a) Q′ is a quiver obtained from Q by the following changes.
• Replace each arrow a : u→ k in Q by a new arrow a∗ : k → u.
• Replace each arrow b : k → v in Q by a new arrow b∗ : v → k.
• For each pair of arrows u
a
→ k
b
→ v, add a new arrow [ab] : u→ v
(b) W ′ = [W ] + ∆ is defined as follows.
• [W ] is obtained from the potential W by replacing all compositions ab by the
new arrows [ab] for each pair of arrows u
a
→ k
b
→ v.
• ∆ =
∑
a,b∈Q1
e(a)=k=s(b)
[ba]a∗b∗.
Then mutation µk(Q,W ) is defined as a reduced part of pre-mutation µ˜k(Q,W ) (see
[DWZ]).
2.2. Silting mutation. The notion of silting objects was introduced by [KV], which is a
generalization of tilting objects. Recently its theory has been rapidly developed and many
connections have been discovered, for example [BRT, AI, G, KoY]. In this section, we
briefly recall their definitions and properties.
Let Λ be a finite dimensional algebra and T := Kb(projΛ) be the homotopy category
of bounded complexes of finitely generated projective Λ-modules.
Definition 2.3. Let T be an object of T . We call T silting (respectively, tilting) if
HomT (T, T [i]) = 0 for any positive integer i > 0 (for any integer i 6= 0) and satisfies
T = thickT , where thickT denotes the smallest thick subcategory of T containing T .
We call a morphism f : X → Y left minimal if any morphism g : Y → Y satisfying
fg = f is an isomorphism. For an object M ∈ T , we call a morphism f : X → M ′
left (addM)-approximation of X if M ′ belongs to addM and HomT (f,M
′′) is surjective
for any object M ′′ in addM . Dually we define a right minimal morphism and a right
(addM)-approximation.
Definition 2.4. Let T be a basic silting object in T and take an arbitrary decomposition
T = X ⊕M . We take a minimal left (addM)-approximation f : X → M ′ of X and a
triangle
X
f // M ′ // Y // X[1].
We put µX(T ) := Y ⊕M and call it a left silting mutation of T with respect to X.
Dually we define a right silting mutation.
We recall an important result of silting mutation.
Theorem 2.5. [AI, Theorem 2.31] Any mutation of a silting object is again a silting
object.
Then we apply the above theory to the following situation.
Let Q be a finite connected quiver and Λ := K̂Q/〈R〉 be a complete finite dimensional
algebra. We denote by {ek | k ∈ Q0} a complete set of primitive orthogonal idempotents
of Λ. Take a set of vertices I := {k1, . . . , kn} ⊂ Q0 and we denote by eI := ek1 + · · ·+ ekn .
Then we define a so-called Okuyama-Rickard complex
µI(Λ) := µΛeI (Λ) =


−1
ΛeI
f
−→
0
Λe′
⊕
Λ(1− eI).
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Here f is a minimal left (addΛ(1− eI))-approximation of ΛeI .
By Theorem 2.5, µI(Λ) is always a silting object of T , but it is not necessarily a tilting
object. However, for selfinjective algebras, it is a tilting object if it satisfies a condition
given by Nakayama permutations.
Definition 2.6. Let Λ be a selfinjective algebra. Then there exists a permutation σ : Q0 →
Q0 satisfying D(ekΛ) ∼= Λeσ(k) for any k ∈ Q0. We call σ the Nakayama permutation of
Λ.
Note that ΛeI ∼= ν(ΛeI) if and only if I = σI, where ν := DHomΛ(−,Λ) : modΛ →
modΛ is the Nakayama functor. The following easy result is quite useful. We refer to
[AH, AI, D] for the proof.
Proposition 2.7. Let Λ be a selfinjective algebra above. Then µI(Λ) is a tilting object in
T if and only if I = σI.
3. Main results
For a set of vertices I := {k1, . . . , kn} ⊂ Q0, we assume the following conditions.
(a1) Any vertex in I is not contained in 2-cycles in Q.
(a2) There are no arrows between vertices in I.
Since a mutation of QPs is given by changing the neighboring arrows associated with
a vertex (Definition 2.2), the composition of the (pre-)mutation at the vertices in I is
independent of the choice of the order of mutations in this case. Hence we can define the
successive (pre-)mutation as follows
µ˜I(Q,W ) := µ˜k1 ◦ · · · ◦ µ˜kn(Q,W ),
µI(Q,W ) := µk1 ◦ · · · ◦ µkn(Q,W ).
Then our main result is the following.
Theorem 3.1. Let (Q,W ) be a selfinjective QP and Λ := P(Q,W ). Let I be a set
of vertices of Q0 satisfying the conditions (a1) and (a2). Then we have a K-algebra
isomorphism
EndKb(proj Λ)(µI(Λ))
∼= P(µI(Q,W )).
We will give the proof in the next section. Combining this result with Theorem 2.7, we
have the following result.
Corollary 3.2. Let I be a set of vertices of Q0 satisfying σI = I and the conditions (a1)
and (a2). Then P(Q,W ) and P(µI(Q,W )) are derived equivalent.
Proof. By Proposition 2.7, µI(Λ) is a tilting object of K
b(proj Λ). Then Λ = P(Q,W )
and EndKb(proj Λ)(µI(Λ)) are derive equivalent by [R1]. On the other hand, Theorem 3.1
implies EndKb(proj Λ)(µI(Λ))
∼= P(µI(Q,W )) and the statement follows. 
Moreover, since selfinjectivity is preserved by derived equivalence [AR], we have the
following result, which is given in [HI, Theorem 4.2].
Corollary 3.3. Let I be a set of vertices of Q0 satisfying σI = I and the conditions (a1)
and (a2). Then µI(Q,W ) is a selfinjective QP.
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We note that the Nakayama permutation of µI(Q,W ) is again given by the same per-
mutation [HI, Proposition 4.4.(b)]. By this corollary, we can apply Corollary 3.2 to the
new QPs repeatedly.
We considered only left mutation, but the following lemma shows that the same result
holds for right mutation.
Lemma 3.4. Under the assumption of Theorem 3.1, we have a K-algebra isomorphism
EndKb(proj Λ)(µI(Λ))
∼= EndKb(proj Λ)(µ
′
I(Λ)),
where µ′I(Λ) is a right mutation of Λ.
Proof. First, note that we have Λop ∼= P(Q,W )op ∼= P(Qop,W op), whereW op is the corre-
sponding potential of Qop to W . Then it is clear that P(µI(Q
op,W op)) ∼= P(µI(Q,W ))
op
holds.
On the other hand, we have a duality
HomΛ(−,Λ) : K
b(proj Λ)
≃
→ Kb(proj Λop),
which sends µ′I(Λ) to µI(Λ
op). Thus, we have
EndKb(proj Λ)(µ
′
I(Λ))
∼= (EndKb(proj Λop)(µI(Λ
op)))op
∼= (P(µI(Q
op,W op)))op (Theorem 3.1 to Λop)
∼= P(µI(Q,W )).

By this result, we consider only left mutations in this paper.
Example 3.5. Let (Q,W ) be the QP given as follows
1
a1
  ✁✁✁
✁
2
a2
✄✄
✄✄
6
a6^^❂❂❂❂
3 a3 // 4 a4 // 5,
a5^^❂❂❂❂
W = a1a2a3a4a5a6.
Then (Q,W ) is a selfinjective QP with a Nakayama permutation (153)(264). Let Λ :=
P(Q,W ) and T := Kb(proj Λ) and take a silting object in T
µ1(Λ) =


−1
Λe1
a1−→
0
Λe2
⊕
Λ(1− e1).
Note that µ1(Λ) is not a tilting object. By Theorem 3.1, we have an isomorphism
EndT (µ1(Λ)) ∼= P(µ1(Q,W )),
where µ1(Q,W ) is the QP given as follows
1 a∗6
❂
❂❂
❂
2
a∗1 @@✁✁✁✁
a2
☎☎
☎☎
6
[a6a1]
oo
3 a3 // 4 a4 // 5,
a5^^❁❁❁❁
[a6a1]a
∗
1a
∗
6 + [a6a1]a2a3a4a5.
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On the other hand, we consider the σ-orbit of the vertex 1 and let I = {1, 3, 5}. Then
we have a tilting object
µI(Λ) =


−1
Λe1 ⊕ Λe3 ⊕ Λe5
(
a1 0 0
0 a3 0
0 0 a5
)
−→
0
Λe2 ⊕ Λe4 ⊕ Λe6
⊕
Λ(1− eI).
Then we have an isomorphism
EndT (µI(Λ)) ∼= P(µI(Q,W )),
where µI(Q,W ) is the QP given as follows
1
a∗6
❂
❂❂
❂❂
2
a∗1
@@✁✁✁✁✁
[a2a3]
❁
❁
6
a∗5
❃
❃❃
❃❃
[a6a1]oo
3
a∗2
@@✂✂✂✂✂
4a∗3oo
[a4a5]
✂
@@✂
5,a∗4oo
[a6a1]a
∗
1a
∗
6 + [a2a3]a
∗
3a
∗
2 + [a4a5]a
∗
5a
∗
4 + [a6a1][a2a3][a4a5].
We note that, although P(µI(Q,W )) is selfinjective and derived equivalent to P(Q,W ),
P(µ1(Q,W )) is neither selfinjective nor derived equivalent to P(Q,W ).
Remark 3.6. We remark that the above algebras are cluster-tilted algebras of type D.
Derived equivalences of the algebras of this type are extensively investigated by Bastian-
Holm-Ladkani [BHL1]. In particular, derived equivalences of the above algebras is given in
[BHL1, Example 2.19] (see Section 4.2 and Lemma 4.5 in that paper for the general case).
These derived equivalences follow also from Asashiba’s derived equivalence classification
of selfinjective algebras of finite representation type [As].
Example 3.7. Let (Q,W ) be the QP given as follows
1 2 3
4 5 6
7 8 9,
//
OO
oo

OO
oo

//
OO

// oo
where the potential is the sum of each small squares. Then (Q,W ) is a selfinjective QP with
a Nakayama permutation (19)(28)(37)(46)(5). For σ-orbits I1 := {1, 9} and I3 := {3, 7},
we have selfinjective QPs µI1(Q,W ) and µI3 ◦ µI1(Q,W ) and their Jacobian algebras are
derived equivalent to P(Q,W ).
1 2 3
4µI1 (Q,W )−→ 5 6
7 8 9,
oo

oo
??⑧⑧⑧⑧ 
OO
oo

//
OO
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
OO
// //
1 2 3
4µI3◦µI1 (Q,W )−→ 5 6
7 8 9.
oo

//
??⑧⑧⑧⑧  
oo
OO
//
OO
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
OO
oo //
__❄❄❄❄
❄
❄❄
❄
Example 3.8. Let (Q,W ) be the QP associated with tubular algebra of type (2, 2, 2, 2)
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1
a
yysss
ss
ss
ss
b
✝✝
✝
c
✽✽
✽
✽
d
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑
2
a′ %%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑ 3
b′
✽✽
✽
4
c′
✝✝
✝
5,
d′yysss
ss
ss
ss
W = aa′e+ bb′e+ cc′e+ aa′f + λbb′f + dd′f, λ ∈ K \ {0, 1}.
6
e
OO
f
OO
This arises naturally in the context of weighted projective line [GL]. Then (Q,W ) is
a selfinjective QP [HI] and the Nakayama permutation is the identity. Thus mutation of
the QP at any vertex yields a derived equivalence in this case. For example, µ2(Q,W ) is
the following QP with λ′ = λλ−1
1
b
✝✝
✝
c
✽✽
✽
✽
d
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑
2
a
99sssssssss
3
b′
✽✽
✽
4
c′
✝✝
✝
5,
d′yysss
ss
ss
ss
bb′e+ cc′e+ dd′e+ λ′bb′a′a+ dd′a′a.
6
a′
ee❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑
e
OO
Thus µ2(Q,W ) is a selfinjective QP and P(µ2(Q,W )) is derived equivalent to P(Q,W ).
Example 3.9. Let (Q,W ) be the QP given as follows
•
• •
• • •
• •
• • • •,
EE☞☞☞ ✷
✷✷
oo
FF☞☞☞ ✷
✷✷ FF☞☞☞ ✷
✷✷
oo oo
FF☞☞☞ ✷
✷✷ EE☞☞☞ 
✷✷
✷
oo oo
where the potential is the sum of small triangles. Then (Q,W ) is a selfinjective QP and
one can easily get a lot of derived equivalent algebras by the same procedures as above.
See [HI, Figure 4] for one of the concrete description. We refer to [K1], which enables one
to compute quiver mutations immediately.
Thus, from a given selfinjective Jacobian algebra, QP mutations give new selfinjective
Jacobian algebras which are derived equivalent to the original one. Here we give a natural
question that we find important for better understanding of selfinjective QPs and derived
equivalences.
Question 3.10. Let Λ and Γ be derived equivalent selfinjective algebras. Then Λ is iso-
morphic to a Jacobian algebra of a QP if and only if so is Γ.
4. Proof of main result
The basic strategy of the proof of our result is similar to the method given in [BIRS].
Roughly speaking, we use the fact that, for a basic finite dimensional algebra Λ, minimal
projective presentations of simple Λ-modules determine the quiver with relations of Λ. We
start with recalling results there.
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4.1. Presentation of algebras. Let T := Kb(projΛ) for a finite dimensional algebras Λ
and JT be the Jacobson radical of T .
Definition 4.1. Take an object T ∈ T . We call a complex
U
f1
−→ V
f0
−→ X
a right 2-almost split sequence in addT if
T (T,U)
f1
−→ T (T, V )
f0
−→ JT (T,X) → 0
is exact. In other words, f0 is right almost split in addT and f1 is a pseudo-kernel of f0
in addT . Dually, we call a complex
X
f2
−→ U
f1
−→ V
a left 2-almost split sequence in addT if
T (V, T )
f1
−→ T (U, T )
f2
−→ JT (X,T ) → 0
is exact. In other words, f2 is left almost split in addT and f1 is a pseudo-cokernel of f2
in addT . We call a complex
X
f2
−→ U
f1
−→ V
f0
−→ X
a weak 2-almost split sequence in addT if U
f1
−→ V
f0
−→ X is a right 2-almost split sequence
and X
f2
−→ U
f1
−→ V is a left 2-almost split sequence.
Let Q be a finite connected quiver. For a ∈ Q1, define a right derivative ∂
R
a : JK̂Q → K̂Q
by
∂Ra (a1a2 · · · am−1am) =
{
a1a2 · · · am−1 if am = a,
0 otherwise,
and extend to J
K̂Q
linearly and continuously.
We call an element of K̂Q basic if it is a formal linear sum of paths in Q with a common
start and a common end. Then we have the following result.
Proposition 4.2. [BIRS, Section 3] Let Q be a finite connected quiver and Γ be a basic
finite dimensional algebra. Let φ : K̂Q → Γ be an algebra homomorphism and R be a
finite set of basic elements in J
K̂Q
. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) φ is surjective and Kerφ = S for the ideal S = 〈R〉 of K̂Q, where ( ) denote the
closure.
(b) The following sequence is exact for any i ∈ Q0.
⊕
r∈R,e(r)=i
Γ(φs(r))
r(φ∂Ra r)a //
⊕
a∈Q1,e(a)=i
Γ(φs(a))
a(φa) // JΓ(φi) // 0.
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4.2. Our settings. We keep the assumption of Theorem 3.1, that is, let (Q,W ) be a self-
injective QP, Λ := P(Q,W ) and I a set of vertices of Q0 satisfying the conditions (a1) and
(a2). We denote by Pi the indecomposable projective Λ-module corresponding to the ver-
tex i ∈ Q0 and let T := K
b(proj Λ). Without loss of generality, we can assume that (Q,W )
is reduced since P(µI(Q,W )) is isomorphic to P(µI(Qred,Wred)), where (Qred,Wred) is a
reduced part of (Q,W ) ([DWZ]).
For a pair of arrows a and b, define ∂(a,b)W by
∂(a,b)(a1a2 · · · am) =
∑
ai=a, ai+1=b
ai+2 · · · ama1 · · · ai−1
for any cycle a1 · · · am in W and extend linearly and continuously. We denote by φ the
natural surjective map K̂Q → P(Q,W ). We simply denote φp by p for any element p in
K̂Q. Then, for any i ∈ Q0, we have the following exact sequence in modΛ [HI, Theorem
3.7].
Pi
fi2:=(b)b
−−−−−→
Ui:=︷ ︸︸ ︷⊕
b∈Q1,s(b)=i
Pe(b)
fi1:=b(∂(a,b)W )a
−−−−−−−−−−→
Vi:=︷ ︸︸ ︷⊕
a∈Q1,e(a)=i
Ps(a)
fi0:=a(a)
−−−−−−→ Pi.(1)
Note that fi2 is a minimal left (add(Λ/Pi))-approximation and fi0 is a minimal right
(add(Λ/Pi))-approximation. We embed the morphism fi2 to a triangle in T
Pi
fi2
−−→ Ui
hi−→ P ∗i −→ Pi[1].(2)
Then P ∗i is the object
(· · · → 0→
−1
P i
fi2
−−→
0
U i→ 0→ · · · )
and we have a complex
P ∗i
gi
−→ Vi
fi0
−−→ Pi(3)
in T , where gi = (gi
j)j∈Z is defined by gi
0 = fi1 and gi
j = 0 for j 6= 0.
Using these notations, µI(Λ) is given as follows
µI(Λ) =
⊕
l∈I
P ∗l ⊕
⊕
j /∈I
Pj .
In the rest of this paper, we put T := µI(Λ) for simplicity.
Since I satisfies the conditions (a1) and (a2), we can consider a pre-mutation µ˜I(Q,W ).
Let (Q′,W ′) := µ˜I(Q,W ). Then W
′ = [W ] + ∆ is defined as follows.
• [W ] is obtained from the potential W by replacing all compositions ab by the new
arrows [ab] for each pair of arrows u
a
→ l
b
→ v and l ∈ I.
• ∆ =
∑
a,b∈Q1,l∈I
e(a)=l=s(b)
[ab]b∗a∗.
Then, we define a K-algebra homomorphism φ′ : K̂Q′ → EndT (T ) as follows.
• For l ∈ I, define φ′l = plil ∈ EndΛ(T ), where pl is the canonical projection
pl : T → P
∗
l and il is the canonical injection pl : P
∗
l → T . For j ∈ Q
′
0 with j /∈ I,
define φ′j = φj.
• For a ∈ Q1 ∩Q
′
1, define φ
′a = φa.
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• Define φ′[ab] = φaφb for each pair of arrows u
a
→ l
b
→ v.
Define
φ′((a∗)a∈Q1, e(a)=l) = gl ∈ T (P
∗
l ,
⊕
a∈Q1, e(a)=l
Ps(a)),
φ′((b∗)b∈Q1, s(b)=l) = −hl ∈ T (
⊕
b∈Q1, s(b)=l
Pe(b), P
∗
l ).
where gl, hl are given in (2), (3).
As before, we simply denote φ′p by p for any element p in K̂Q′. Then we give the
following proposition.
Proposition 4.3. For a vertex l in Q0 with l ∈ I, we have the following right 2-almost
split sequence in addT
⊕
a∈Q1, e(a)=l
Ps(a)
a([ab])b
−−−−→
⊕
b∈Q1, s(b)=l
Pe(b)
b(b
∗)
−−−→ P ∗l .
Next take a vertex j ∈ Q0 with j /∈ I. Let I1 := {l ∈ I | ∃u ∈ Q1; s(u) = l, e(u) = j}
and I2 := {l ∈ I | ∃v ∈ Q1; s(v) = j, e(v) = l}.
We define complexes by
(P ∗I1
a∗
−−→ VI1
a
−→ PI1) :=
⊕
k1∈I1
(P ∗k1
(a∗)a
−−−→ Vk1
a(a)
−−→ Pk1),
(PI2
b
−→ UI2
b
∗
−→ P ∗I2) :=
⊕
k2∈I2
(Pk2
(b)b
−−→ Uk2
b(b
∗)
−−−→ P ∗k2).
Moreover we decompose Vj = PI1 ⊕ V
′
j and Uj = PI2 ⊕ U
′
j . Then we can write the
sequence (1) by
Pj
(d v)
−−−−→ U ′j ⊕ PI2
(
f1a f
′
1
bf2a bf
′
2
)
−−−−−−−−−→ PI1 ⊕ V
′
j
(uc)
−−→ Pj,
where
u := u(u) for {u ∈ Q1 | s(u) ∈ I, e(u) = j},
c := c(c) for {c ∈ Q1 | s(c) /∈ I, e(c) = j},
v := (v)v for {v ∈ Q1 | s(v) = j, e(v) ∈ I},
d := (d)d for {d ∈ Q1 | s(d) = j, e(d) /∈ I},
f1 := d(∂([au],d)[W ])(a,u), f
′
1 := d(∂(c,d)[W ])c,
f2 := (v,b)(∂([au],[vb])[W ])(a,u), f
′
2 := (v,b)(∂(c,[vb])[W ])c.
Then we have the following diagram
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P ∗I1 a
∗ // VI1 a
// PI1
u
■■
■■
■
$$■
■■
■■
■
Pj d //
v
■■
■■
■■
$$■■
■■
■■
U ′j f
′
1
//
f1
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
V ′j c
// Pj
PI2 b // UI2 b
∗ //
f ′2✉✉✉✉✉✉
::✉✉✉✉✉✉
f2
OO
P ∗I2
v∗✉✉✉✉✉
::✉✉✉✉✉✉
where v∗ = v(v
∗) for {v ∈ Q1 | s(v) = j, e(v) ∈ I}.
Then we give the following proposition.
Proposition 4.4. For a vertex j in Q0 with j /∈ I, we have the following right 2-almost
split sequence in addT
P ∗I1 ⊕ U
′
j ⊕ UI2
a∗ 0 0f1 f ′1 0
f2 f ′2 b
∗

−−−−−−−−−→ VI1 ⊕ V
′
j ⊕ P
∗
I2
(
au
c
v∗
)
−−−−−→ Pj .
Before starting to prove Propositions 4.3, 4.4, we prove Theorem 3.1 by using them.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. It is enough to show
P(Q′,W ′) ∼= EndT (T ).(4)
As above, we have a K-algebra homomorphism φ′ : K̂Q′ → EndT (T ). To show (4), it
is enough to show that φ′ is surjective and Kerφ′ = 〈∂aW ′ | a ∈ Q′1〉 by definition of the
Jacobian algebra.
Put Γ := EndT (T ). Then, by Proposition 4.2, it is enough to show that the following
sequence is exact for any i ∈ Q′0⊕
r∈{∂aW ′|a∈Q′1},e(r)=i
Γ(φs(r))
r(φ∂Ra r)a //
⊕
a∈Q′1,e(a)=i
Γ(φs(a))
a(φa) // JΓ(φi) // 0.
Then, by applying HomT (T,−) to the complexes of Propositions 4.3 and 4.4, we have
Γ-module exact sequences from definition right 2-almost split sequences. By expressing
them in terms of Q′ and W ′, one can check that they are the desired sequences. 
The rest of this paper is devoted to showing Propositions 4.3 and 4.4.
4.3. Exactness of some sequences. We keep the notation of previous subsections. We
will show the following proposition.
Proposition 4.5. (a) For any l ∈ I, we have the following weak 2-almost split se-
quence in addT :
P ∗l
gl−→ Vl
fl0fl2−−−→ Ul
hl−→ P ∗l ,
where gl, fl0, fl2 and hl are the morphism given in (1), (2), (3).
(b) For any l,m ∈ I, the following sequence is exact:
T (P ∗m, P
∗
l )
gl−→ T (P ∗m, Vl)
fl0−−→ T (P ∗m, Pl).
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Therefore the following sequence is exact:
T (T, P ∗I1)
a∗
−−→ T (T, VI1)
a
−→ T (T, PI1).
(c) For any j ∈ Q0 with j /∈ I and any l ∈ I, the following sequence is exact:
T (P ∗l , Uj)
fj1
−−→ T (P ∗l , Vj)
fj0
−−→ T (P ∗l , Pj).
Therefore the following sequence is exact:
T (T,Uj)
fj1
−−→ T (T, Vj)
fj0
−−→ T (T, Pj).
We prepare the following notations. For any l ∈ I, we denote by Cl := Coker fl2. Then
we have the following exact sequence
Pl
fl2−−→ Ul
ql−→ Cl → 0 and 0 −→ Cl
rl−→ Vl
fl0−−→ Pl.
First we give the following easy observation.
Lemma 4.6. Let p = (pi)i∈Z ∈ T (P
∗
l , P
∗
m) be a morphism for l,m ∈ I. Then we have the
following commutative diagram.
0 // SocPl
dl //
p−2

Pl
fl2 //
p−1

Ul
ql //
p0

Cl //
p1

0
0 // SocPm
dm
// Pm
fm2
// Um qm
// Cm // 0.
If p ∈ JT (P
∗
l , P
∗
m), then p
−2 = 0, and there exist j0lm ∈ HomΛ(Ul, Pm) and j
1
lm ∈
HomΛ(Cl, Um) such that p
−1 = fl2j
0
lm, p
0 = j0lmfm2 + qlj
1
lm and p
1 = j1lmqm.
Proof. The first assertion is clear. Assume that p ∈ JT (P
∗
l , P
∗
m). If p
−2 is isomorphic, then
it implies that p−1 is isomorphic since dl is an injective hull. Since fl2 and fm2 are minimal
left (add(Λ/Pl))-approximation, p
0 is also isomorphic, a contradiction to p ∈ JT (P
∗
l , P
∗
m).
Thus p−2 is not an isomorphism. Because SocPl, SocPm are simple modules, we have
p−2 = 0 . Therefore we obtain dlp
−1 = p−2dm = 0. Since Pm is an injective module, there
exists j0lm ∈ HomΛ(Ul, Pm) such that p
−1 = fl2j
0
lm. Then since Um is an injective module
and fl2(p
0− j0lmfm2) = 0, there exists j
1
lm ∈ HomΛ(Cl, Um) such that qlj
1
lm = p
0− j0lmfm2.
Since ql is surjective, we have p
1 = j1lmqm. 
Now we are ready to prove Proposition 4.5.
Proof. (a) (i) We will show that hl is right almost split in addT .
Take any morphism p = (pi)i∈Z ∈ JT (Λ/PI , P
∗
l ). Then clearly p
0 ∈ HomΛ(Λ/PI , Vl)
gives a morphism g = (gi)i∈Z ∈ T (Λ/PI , Vl) by g
0 = p0 and gi = 0 for i 6= 0. Thus we
have ghl = p.
Next for any m ∈ I, take any morphism p = (pi)i∈Z ∈ JT (P
∗
m, P
∗
l ). By Lemma
4.6, there exists j0ml ∈ HomΛ(Um, Pl) such that p
−1 = fm2j
0
ml. Then the morphism
p0 − j0mlfl2 ∈ HomΛ(Um, Ul) gives a morphism g ∈ T (P
∗
m, Ul) satisfying p = ghl.
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Um
p0−j0
ml
fl2
tt
p0
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
~~⑥⑥⑥
⑥
j0
ml
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
Ul
id // Ul Pm
fm2
OO
p−1
~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
uu❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
0 //
OO
Pl
fl2
OO
(ii) We will show that fl0fl2 is a pseudo-kernel of hl in addT .
Since (2) is a triangle, we have an exact sequence T (T, Pl)
fl2−−→ T (T,Ul)
hl−→ T (T, P ∗l ).
Thus we only have to show that T (T, Vl)
fl0−−→ T (T, Pl) is surjective.
Take any morphism p = (pi)i∈Z ∈ T (Λ/PI , Pl). Then since fl0 is a right (add(Λ/Pl))-
approximation, there exists g0 ∈ HomΛ(Λ/PI , Vl) such that p
0 = g0fl0. Thus g
0 gives a
morphism g ∈ T (Λ/PI , Vl) satisfying p = gfl0.
Next for any m ∈ I, take any morphism p = (pi)i∈Z ∈ T (P
∗
m, Pl). Then, by fm2p
0 = 0,
there exists s ∈ HomΛ(Cm, Pl) such that p
0 = qms.
Then since Pl is an injective module, there exists t ∈ HomΛ(Vm, Pl) such that s =
rmt. Moreover, by the assumption (a2), we have Pl /∈ addVm. Then since fl0 is a right
(add(Λ/Pl))-approximation, there exists u ∈ HomΛ(Vm, Vl) such that t = ufl0. Thus
we have p0 = (qmrmu)fl0, and g
0 := qmrmu gives a morphism g ∈ T (P
∗
m, Vl) satisfying
p = gfl0.
Vm
t

u
  
Cmrm
oo
s

Um
qm
OO
p0
④④
④④
}}④④
④④
qmrmu
❥ ❥
❥ ❥
❥ ❥
tt❥ ❥
❥ ❥
❥ ❥
Vl
fl0 // Pl Pm
fm2
OO
}}④④
④④
④④
④④
④④
tt✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐
0 //
OO
0
OO
(iii) We will show that gl is left almost split in addT .
Take any morphism p = (pi)i∈Z ∈ JT (P
∗
l ,Λ/PI). Then by fl2p
0 = 0, there exists
s ∈ HomΛ(Cl,Λ/PI) such that p
0 = qls. Then since Λ/PI is an injective module and rl is
injective, there exists t ∈ HomΛ(Vl,Λ/PI ) such that s = rlt. Then we have p
0 = qlrlt = fl1t
and t gives a morphism t ∈ T (Vl,Λ/PI) satisfying p = glt.
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Cl
rl
❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
s

Ul
ql
OO
fl1 //
p0
③③③
}}③③
③③
③
Vl
t
vv
Λ/PI Pl
||③③
③③
③③
③③
③③
③
fl2
OO
// 0
OO
vv♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠
0
OO
Next for any m ∈ I, take any morphism p = (pi)i∈Z ∈ JT (P
∗
l , P
∗
m). Then, by Lemma
4.6, we have j0lm ∈ HomΛ(Ul, Pm) and j
1
lm ∈ HomΛ(Cl, Um) such that p
0 = j0lmfm2 + qlj
1
lm
and p−1 = fl2j
0
lm. By the same argument of the first case, there exists t ∈ HomΛ(Vl, Um)
such that p0 = j0lmfm2 + fl1t and t gives a morphism t ∈ T (Vl, P
∗
m) satisfying p = glt.
Cl
rl
❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
j1
lm

Ul
ql
OO
fl1 //
j0
lm

p0
⑤⑤
~~⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤
Vl
t
ww
Um Pl
p−1
⑤⑤
~~⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤
fl2
OO
// 0
ww♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
OO
Pm
fm2
OO
(iv) We will show that fl0fl2 is a pseudo-cokernel of gl in addT .
Assume p = (pi)i∈Z ∈ T (Vl,Λ/PI ) satisfies glp = 0. Then since fl1p
0 = 0, there exists
s ∈ HomΛ(Pl,Λ/PI) such that p
0 = fl0s.
Ul
fl1 // Vl
p0
♥♥♥
♥
vv♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
fl0 // Pl
s
tt
Λ/PI Pl //
OO
0
OO
vv♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠
//
OO
0
OO
0
OO
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Then since fl2 : Pl → Vl is a left (add(Λ/Pl))-approximation, there exists t ∈ HomΛ(Ul,Λ/PI)
such that s = fl2t. Thus we have p
0 = (fl0fl2)t and t gives a morphism t ∈ T (Ul,Λ/PI )
satisfying p = (fl0fl2)t.
Next for any m ∈ I, assume that p = (pi)i∈Z ∈ T (Vl, P
∗
m) satisfies glp = 0. Then there
exists u ∈ HomΛ(Ul, Pm) such that fl1p
0 = ufm2.
Since we have fl2u = 0, there exists u
′ ∈ HomΛ(Cl, Pm) such that u = qlu
′. Since Pm is
an injective module and rl is injective, there exists u
′′ ∈ HomΛ(Vl, Pm) such that u
′ = rlu
′′.
Hence we have fl1p
0 − ufm2 = fl1p
0 − qlrlu
′′fm2 = fl1(p
0 − u′′fm2) = 0.
Thus there exists s ∈ HomΛ(Pl, Um) such that p
0 − u′′fm2 = fl0s. By the assumption
(a2), we have Pl /∈ addUm. Then since fl2 : Pl → Ul is a left (add(Λ/Pl))-approximation,
there exists t ∈ HomΛ(Ul, Um) such that p
0 − u′′fm2 = (fl0fl2)t. Then t gives a morphism
t ∈ T (Ul, Um) satisfying p = (fl0fl2)t.
Cl
u′
		
rl
❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
Ul
fl1 //
ql
OO
u✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍
Vl
p0
♥♥♥
♥
ww♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
fl0 //
u′′
~~
Pl
s
tt
Um Pl //
fl2
OO
0
OO
ww♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
//
OO
0
OO
Pm
fm2
OO
(b) Assume that p = (pi)i∈Z ∈ T (P
∗
m, Vl) satisfies pfl0 = 0. Then since p
0fl0 = 0,
there exists h0 ∈ HomΛ(Um, Ul) such that p
0 = h0fl1. Since fm2h
0fl1 = fm2p
0 = 0, there
exists h−1 ∈ HomΛ(Pm, Pl) such that fm2h
0 = h−1fl2. Then h
0, h−1 give a morphism
h ∈ T (P ∗m, P
∗
l ) satisfying p = hgl.
Um
p0
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥
ww♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥
h0
ttUl
fl1
// Vl
fl0
// Pl Pm
fm2
OO
h−1
tt ww♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
Pl //
fl2
OO
0 //
OO
0
OO
Moreover, it is easy to see that the following sequence is exact by (1)
T (Λ/PI , P
∗
l )
gl−→ T (Λ/PI , Vl)
fl0−−→ T (Λ/PI , Pl).
Hence the second statement follows immediately from the first one.
(c) Assume that p = (pi)i∈Z ∈ T (P
∗
l , Vj) satisfies pfj0 = 0. Then there exists h
0 ∈
HomΛ(Ul, Uj) such that p
0 = h0fj1. Moreover, since fl2h
0fj1 = fl2p
0 = 0, there exists
h−1 ∈ HomΛ(Pl, Pj) such that fl2h
0 = h−1fj2. Since l 6= j, we have h ∈ JT (P
∗
l , P
∗
j ). Then
by Lemma 4.6, there exists j0lj ∈ HomΛ(Ul, Pj) such that h
−1 = fl2j
0
lj .
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Ul
p0
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦
ww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦
h0
tt
j0
lj
yy
Uj
fj1
// Vj
fj0
// Pj Pl
fl2
OO
h−1
tt ww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦
Pj //
fj2
OO
0 //
OO
0
OO
Then h0 − j0ljfj2 ∈ HomΛ(Ul, Uj) gives a morphism h ∈ T (P
∗
l , Uj) satisfying p = hfj1.
Ul
p0
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦
ww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦
h0−j0
lj
fj2
tt✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐
Uj
fj1
// Vj
fj0
// Pj Pl
fl2
OO
tt✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐
ww♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
0 //
OO
0 //
OO
0
OO
The second statement follows immediately from the first one. 
4.4. Proof of Propositions 4.3 and 4.4. Then we give the proof of Propositions 4.3
and 4.4.
Proof. Proposition 4.3 immediately follows from Proposition 4.5 (a). We will show Propo-
sition 4.4. Since we have b∗v∗ + (f2 f
′
2)
(
au
c
)
= b,v(b
∗v∗ + (∂[vb]W )) = 0 by the definition
of the algebra homomorphism, it is a complex.
Step 1. We will show that
(
au
c
v∗
)
is right almost split in addT .
(i) First we will show that any morphism p ∈ JT (Λ/PI , Pj) factors through
(
au
c
)
. Since(
u
c
)
: PI1 ⊕ V
′
j→Pj is right almost split in addΛ, there exists (p1 p2) ∈ T (Λ/PI , PI1 ⊕ V
′
j )
such that p = p1u+p2c. Since a : VI1 −→ PI1 is a right (add(Λ/PI1))-approximation, there
exists q ∈ T (Λ/PI , VI1) such that p1 = qa. Thus we have p = (q p2)
(
au
c
)
.
Λ/PI
p

p1
ww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦
p2
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
q

VI1
a // PI1
u
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖
V ′j c
// Pj
(ii) Next we take any p ∈ JT (P
∗
l , Pj) for l ∈ I with l /∈ I2. Note that there is no arrow
j → l in Q in this case. Since gl is left almost split in addT by Proposition 4.5 (a), there
exists q ∈ T (Vl, Pj) such that p = glq. Since Pl /∈ addUj, we have Pj /∈ addVl. Thus
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q ∈ JT (Vl, Pj) holds. Moreover, by the assumption (a2), we have PI1 /∈ addVl. Then the
first case implies that q factors through
(
au
c
)
.
P ∗l
p

gl // Vl
q
xxqqq
qq
qq
qqq
qq
qq
Pj
(iii) Take l ∈ I2 and decompose P
∗
I2
= (P ∗l )
nl ⊕X such that X /∈ addP ∗l . We will show
that the map
(v∗){v∈Q|v:j→l} : (T /JT )(P
∗
l , (P
∗
l )
nl)→ (JT /J
2
add T )(P
∗
l , Pj)
is bijective. Since T is a Krull-schmidt category and P ∗l is indecomposable, we have K =
(T /JT )(P
∗
l , P
∗
l ). On the other hand, by Proposition 4.5 (a), we have that gl : P
∗
l → Vl =
⊕{a∈Q,e(a)=l}Ps(a) is minimal left almost split in addT since the middle morphism fl0fl2 in
the sequence of Proposition 4.5 (a) belongs to JT . Thus we have that (JT /J
2
add T )(P
∗
l , Pj)
is a K-vector space with basis {v∗ | v ∈ Q1; v : j → l}. Thus the above map is bijective.
Then take any p ∈ JT (P
∗
l , Pj) for l ∈ I2. Let (v
∗)v : (P
∗
l )
nl → Pi be a restriction
of v∗. By the above bijection, there exists p1 ∈ T (P
∗
l , (P
∗
l )
nl) such that p − p1(v
∗)v ∈
J2add T (P
∗
l , Pj). Since gl is right almost split in addT by (a), there exists q ∈ JT (Vl, Pj)
such that p− p1(v
∗)v = glq. Then, by the same argument of (i) and (ii), q factors through(
au
c
)
. Thus p factors through
(
au
c
v∗
)
.
VI1
a // PI1
u
&&◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
P ∗l
p

p1
✂✂
  ✂✂
✂✂
✂✂
✂✂
✂✂
✂✂
✂✂
✂✂
gl // Vl
q
xxqqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
V ′j c
// Pj
P ∗I2
v∗
88qqqqqqqqqqqqqq
Step 2. We will show that
(
a∗ 0 0
f1 f ′1 0
f2 f ′2 b
∗
)
is a pseudo-kernel of
(
au
c
v∗
)
in addT .
Assume that (p1 p2 p3) ∈ T (T, VI1 ⊕ V
′
j ⊕ P
∗
I2
) satisfies (p1 p2 p3)
(
au
c
v∗
)
= 0. We first
show that there exists q1 ∈ T (T,UI2) such that p3 = q1b
∗. Since b∗ is right almost split
in addT by Proposition 4.5 (a), we only have to show p3 ∈ JT . We only have to consider
the case T = P ∗l for l ∈ I2. Then since p3v
∗ = −p1au− p2c ∈ J
2
add T , we have p3 ∈ JT .
Then we have
((p1 − q1f2)a p2 − q1f
′
2)
(
u
c
)
= (p1 p2)
(
au
c
)
− q1(f2 f
′
2)
(
au
c
)
= (p1 p2)
(
au
c
)
+ q1b
∗
v
∗
= (p1 p2)
(
au
c
)
+ p3v
∗
= 0.
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Therefore, by Proposition 4.5 (c), there exists (g1 g2) ∈ T (T,U
′
j ⊕ PI2) such that
(g1 g2)
(
f1a f
′
1
bf2a bf ′2
)
= ((p1 − q1f2)a p2 − q1f
′
2).
Thus we have (p1a p2 p3) = (g1 q2)
(f1a f ′1 0
f2a f ′2 b
∗
)
, where we put q2 = q1 + g2b.
Moreover, since we have (p1− (g1f1+ q2f2))a = 0, there exists q3 ∈ T (T, P
∗
I1
) such that
q3a
∗ = p1 − (g1f1 + q2f2) by Proposition 4.5 (b). Thus we have
(p1 p2 p3) = (q3 g1 q2)
(
a∗ 0 0
f1 f ′1 0
f2 f ′2 b
∗
)
.
T
p1✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐
tt✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐✐
✐✐
p2
✟✟
✟✟
✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
p3

q3
vv
g1
ss
g2
vv
q1
kk
P ∗I1 a
∗ // VI1 a
// PI1
u
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
Pj d //
v
■■
■■
■■
$$■■
■■
■■
U ′j f
′
1
//
f1
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
V ′j c
// Pj
PI2 b
// UI2 b
∗ //
f ′2✉✉✉✉✉✉
::✉✉✉✉✉✉
f2
OO
P ∗I2
v∗✉✉✉✉✉
::✉✉✉✉✉✉

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